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Abstract: The paper looks at the solution of a problem concerning the number of movements linked to weighing frequencies, 

which consists of developing the device for measuring the freight mass directly attached to the dump truck. According to 

the concept of using hydraulic sensors the recommended system is worked. This consists of a hydraulic sensing system with 

higher pressure oil pipelines of both the left and right pipe-line, hydraulic ram hydro pressure pipelines, a weight thorned 

petroleum pressure gage, a three-run distributive tap, an hydraulic ram for an oil tap, an oil pump, a low pressure gas 

pipeline, a rear pipeline and an intermediate stream. Oil pump is available with a working valve. The hydraulic sensors of 

left and right longerons are linked in parallel via a three-running dispensing tap and a bilateral action valve to a hydraulic 

high-pressure oil pipeline. The hydraulic sensors for the weighing of freight equipment operate in a similar way to hydraulic 

ram. The dependence which enables to determine the main device parameters for the left and right sensors based on the 

passed quantity of working flubid, Reynold number and pressure decreases in all elements of the hydraulic system, such as 

the internal diameter of the oil pipeline for liquid supply. The dependence is provided. The proposed device can be used in 

specific practical application in combination with the system for fixing the freight weight transported. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the main components of any output is transport 

operations. A significant number of different products 

are transported by trucks. Weighing cargoes borne by 

vehicles is therefore necessary. To this end, drivers 

should move to permanent weighing points that often 

settle at a significant distance from a work location. 

The adverse effect of this occurrence is to minimize 

jobs, increase consumption of fuel, increase wear on 

equipment and car components, etc. This condition has 

an adverse effect. Additional transport is also required, 

as an increase in the operating volume contributes to 

fatigue for mobile machine operators, and has an 

adverse effect on driver health at the general work 

level [1–3]. Tiredness (exhaustion) can be a direct 

cause of a road accident or a negative condition that 

makes drivers ' acts more difficult in an emergency. In 

our view, an issue of moving numbers associated with 

cargo reduction can be optimally addressed by 

designing the system for the determination of the 

cargo mass directly attached to the truck. This is a 

matter of course. 

Structure and operation of the device: 

The weighing devices of the freight transported by the 

dump truck are offered by the authors. The function of 

the system provided is based on the hydraulic sensor 

theory. The unit (fig. 1) consists of hydraulic sensors 

1, 13 left and right logons, high pressure oil pipeline 

hydraulic sensor system2, high pressure oil pipeline 

hydromantic sensor 9, weight-pressure hydraulic tube 

12 throated oil pressure gauge, distributive tap 10 

three-running, dump truck hydraulic ram 8, tap-

operated petroleum pump 3, petrol tank 7 and low 

pressure petroleum pipeline 8 [4][5] 
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Sensors hydraulic 1. The three-running distributive tap 

10 and the bilateral action valve 11 are parallel to 13 

left and right logons in 8 High Pressure Oil Pipeline 9. 

 

1. Hydraulic sensors of the right longeron;  

2. Hydraulic sensors’ system of high 

pressure oil pipelines;  

3. Oil pump;  

4. Operation tap;  

5. Low pressure oil pipeline;  

6. Return piping;  

7. Oil tank;  

8. Hydraulic ram of the dump truck;  

9. High pressure oil pipeline;  

10. Three-running distributive tap;  

11. Bilateral action valve;  

12. Oil pressure gauge;  

13. Hydraulic sensors of the left longer on. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of the device for 

weighing of freights 

 

Similar to the hydraulic ram operation is the principle 

of the hydraulic sensors of the cargo weighting device. 

The hydraulic train must be raised for the free exit of 

hydraulic sensors by the hydraulic track to its 

maximum height before weighing the freight cargo. 

The distributive tap is positioned in position I for this 

reason (fig. 2). The power start is then turned on and 

the oil is transferred from a tank to the pump via a low 

pressure pipe. The hydraulic ram and hydraulic 

sensors are pumped from here through the high-

pressure pipeline. The three-run tap is installed at 

position II at the maximum output of the hydraulic 

sensors. The pump starts working, the power departure 

is switched off. In case of excess pressure, oil 

circulates via the protection high pressure valve of the 

working tap in a hydraulic sensor system [6–8]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Positions of the three-running tap. 

 

A bilateral action vapor (position III) is automatically 

mounted in the hydraulic sensor system the minimum 

pressure corresponding to a "zero" point in an oil 

pressure gage. The distributive tap is transferred to 

position IV after the gage hand is in zero position. The 

oil volume in the hydraulic sensors system remains 

constant in this case. In an oil tank, a high pressure oil 

pipeline and reverse piping are forced out under the 

influence of body weight oil from the hydraulic rod via 

the three-wheeled distributive tap [9][10]. The body 

leans at the ends of the hydraulic sensor rods in the 

extreme lower position at four points. The pressure of 

the gage hand is equivalent to the empty weight of the 

body. Upon loading a body, the weight of the pressure 

is also set on a gage number. The distributive tap shall 

be moved to position III for installation of a body in 

the transport role. Weight oil is powered from 

hydraulic sensors under the control of the corporal and 

fills an oil tank. The three-run tap is placed in position 

IV before the truck is loaded, and the body is raised 

normally [11][12]. 
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1. hydraulic sensors;  

2. chassis frame;  

3. installation frame;  

4. bracket;  

5. body;  

6. ipping axis;  

7. wooden laying 

 

Figure 3.  Schematic diagram of a body (a) when 

weighing; (b) in transport position 

 

In all lines, the flow rates are the same and equal to 

the pump output flow for the considered system. 

The rated force on the hydraulic sensor rod in view 

of power loss on the cylinder friction: 

 

 

where p –hydraulic pressure in the cylinder created 

by the pump, Pa; A – piston-face area, sq. m. 

Using formulas (2) and (3), we will receive 

dependence for determination of the hydraulic 

sensor cylinder diameter: 

 

The final diameter value is selected from the GOST 

6540-68 standard. 

Because the weighting device is mounted on the 

dump truck's hydraulic ram system, calculation is 

necessary for checking if a hydraulic system 

parameters are provided by the available pump. The 

pump head should be defined for this reason. 

 

 

Figure 4. Design scheme of hydraulic system of the 

device for weighing of frights 
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Where ν – coefficient of fluid kinematic viscosity, 

m2/s. 

Table 1. Hydraulic friction 

coefficient calculation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The dependencies obtained allow the description and 

the comparison of a needed pressure head with a 

standard pump head (installed in the system) and 

conclusions on re-equipment needs to be drawn. 

Furthermore, the need for additional mobility 

adjudicates driver safety in the general work 

environment, given that the increasing number of 

mobile machine operators ' operations are tired. 

Fatigue (exhaustion) can immediately cause a road 

accident or complicate the driver's actions in 

emergencies as a result of adversity. A wide-ranging 

practical application is available in conjunction with 

the system for fixing the freight mass transported 

(counting). It will allow its use to reduce the 

transportation route so that transport and technical 

processes can be improved efficiency and safety. 
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